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Today’s Talk

• Where we are headed: 
Worldwide Climate Emergency

• Basics: weather and climate

• Houston and Gulf Coast impacts 
(Shira’s questions)

• Environmental justice issues

• Some basics of weather and 
climate (Kurt’s questions)

• What can we do individually 
and as a people?



Guide to Basic Metric

Sea level is in meters (just over a 
yard). 20 meters of sea level rise 
might hundreds of years make the 
Gulf Shore a line from the Houston 
Heights to Missouri City.

Temperature is in Celsius (2.4˚F = 
1˚C) over Pre-Industrial Worldwide 
Averages

PPM CO2 stands for Parts per Million 
Carbon Dioxide equivalent
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“The report provides new estimates of the chances of crossing the global 
warming level of 1.5°C in the next decades [2040], and finds that unless there 
are immediate, rapid and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, 

limiting warming to close to 1.5°C or even 2°C will be beyond reach.” 
The 1300 Scientists of the UN’s IPCC 2021

This is a Simplification of the UN-IPCC 2018 Report on 
Impacts of Climate Change
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Main Causes of Weather
• The average daily, monthly and yearly  fluctuations in weather result 

from contrasts in temperatures between the poles and the equator.  

• Hot air rises more than cold air does.

• So, parts of the planet with warm air tend to have lower air pressure 
near the ground than do cooler areas.

• These cooler areas have relatively higher pressure. 

• And up high there is lower pressure over cold areas and higher 
pressures over hot areas.

• So, there are giant convection loops between the sub-arctic and the 
arctic and there are convection loops between the tropics and the 
sub-tropics like Houston.

• Since the earth spins rapidly every 24 hours, these winds aren’t just 
north and south.





Warm air= lower pressure in tropics

Cold air =higher pressure in polar areas

Cold air =higher pressure in polar areas

Sub-arctic low pressure -- air relatively warmer

Sub-tropic high pressure--air relatively colder

Sub-tropic high pressure -- air relatively colder

Sub-arctic low pressure -- air relatively warmer
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The regions colored in blue are colder & higher 
pressures, than the green area nearer the equator. 



Wind & 
Rain

Land (even rocks, pavement, mountain 
altitudes, or tree leaves) may heat up at 
different rates compared with a nearby ocean 
and vegetation, so pressures can vary locally.

Generally, high pressure moves to 
lower pressure. 

So, you get wind!

And when warm wet air masses and cooler 
ones collide, you get condensation, rain, 
storms.



The interaction between warm tropical air and 
cold arctic air plus earth’s spin creates regular 

wind and current patterns.  Also, cold water sinks 
and warm water rushes in to take its place, so you 

get ocean currents that affect climate. 
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Polar high-pressure air 
flows from the east (an 
easterly). 

Higher Up Contra low 
pressure flows 

towards the east 
(westerlies) out of sub-

arctic.
Sub-tropical air flows 
from the east to the 
tropics and returns 
higher up from the 
west.



Both Ocean 
Water and 
Air Move in 
Currents 
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Deep Western Boundary 
Current

North Atlantic Meridian 
Overturning Circulation 

NAMOC
(DWBC + Gulf Stream)

The Ocean Conveyor

1-2 
Miles 
Deep



Pressure 
Oscillations

At many places on 
the earth’s surface, 

air pressure has 
been measured 

over many years.

With a lot of data, 
you can find a 
middle value.

Some years at some 
dates, pressure will 

be below this 
middle value, and 
other years above.

There are pairs of 
places on the 

planet that 
routinely differ in 

air pressure 
because one is 
hotter than the 

other. For example, 
Florida is hotter 

than Maine.

These Natural 
Patterns are 

Common and 
Important



Relative 
Pressure 
Oscillations

In some cases, the relative difference in air 
pressure between the two predictably 
oscillates every few years. 

At some places on the earth’s surface, 
whenever pressure is above normal in one 
place, there is a linked location very far away 
that is below normal.  And vice versa.

Over months, years, or decades, oscillations 
go from a higher relative pressure ratio to 
neutral to a lower relative pressure ratio & 
back again 



Relative 
Pressure 
Oscillations

The ratio of pressure in one place far to the 
north (like Greenland) to another place far to 
the south (near Spain) could see-saw over 
many months from higher to average to lower 
and then back again to higher.

The North Atlantic and Arctic Oscillations are 
related to this.



Positive Phase AO Negative Phase AO

Arctic 
Vortex





Relative 
Pressure 
Oscillations

The ratio of pressure in one place far to the west 
(like Australia) to another place far to the east (like 
Tahiti) could see-saw over many months from 
higher to average to lower and then back again to 
higher.

The Southern Oscillation (El Niño) is Related to 
this.



La Nada And A Stronger Version La Niña

Warmer & Drier During La Nada and La Niña In The Houston Area 



An El Niño Event

Wetter and because of clouds somewhat cooler in Houston



“Normal” 
US Winter 
Weather

El Nino Years
La Nina Years

RAIN

Temperature



Temperature, precipitation, & hurricane forecasts beyond 
a few days and up to a few months are based on:

Historical experience with combinations of pressure oscillations, 

Plus, global warming observations, 

Plus, altitude, ocean temperatures, and urban heat island effects.

For an explanation and predictions for the next 3 months see

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/long_range/fxus05.html

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/long_range/fxus05.html


https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/forecasts/
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If you change how cold the arctic and how hot the 
tropics are, you will change all sorts of weather all 
over the planet.

By increasing the amount of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere, we are trapping more and more of the 
sun’s heat.



But Temperature, rainfall, & hurricane forecasts beyond a 
few months are based on :

geology,

ice cores,

sea level history, 

ancient pollen and fossils, 

solar radiation data, and especially

greenhouse gas levels, temperatures, and global warming observations, 



How does 
deforestation 
play into climate 
change?

Deforestation has a huge impact on climate change.  Far more 
greenhouse gases are sequestered every year and emitted 
every year by plants including ocean algae than by cars and 
other human sources.  

Cutting down forests to make grasslands for cattle or for 
timber or for farms for cattle feed or for subdivisions or 
parking lots destroys the carbon sequestration.  

In addition, forests have a major cooling effect on the planet. 
They counter warming by reflecting less heat. 

They are a major cause of rainfall inland, so help grow more 
plants.

In mountains they also shade snow so that rivers and 
reservoirs near the coast (including Texas) have more water in 
late summer.



Why is it that we'll 
get greater 
weather extremes 
as the temperature 
in our earth’s 
atmosphere 
increases? Isn’t 
this “normal” 
anyway?

It's not "normal" to have long-term temperature increases. 
Both worldwide and in Houston, most of the hottest measured 
years ever have been since 2000.

Hotter temperatures mean warmer water so stronger 
hurricanes. More water vapor in the air can allow stronger 
rains. During Harvey one place in Southeast Texas had 5 feet of 
rain in 4 days. New York City got flooded with 8 inches.

Heat also means more evaporation. If this evaporation is 
carried away by wind and not replaced, the hotter 
temperatures make a drought. If the pressure oscillations 
move north say, you can get a drought further south for years.

The ability of the polar vortex to hold arctic air in the north 
may be weakening and allowing cold blasts to head south.

Changes in the temperatures of the Gulf Stream off the 
Atlantic Coast because of Greenland Glacier Melting could 
alter its course and change our weather as well as Europe's.



What is the difference 
between natural 
phenomena (Solar 
cycles, El Nino/La 
Nina/North Atlantic 
Oscillation, cows and 
other natural methane 
producers, etc.) have 
to do with Climate 
Change vs the human 
induced influences?

GHG are a major reason why there is life on earth at good 
temperatures with oxygen and carbon dioxide that 
provides the needs of plants and all food.

Solar cycles apart from the yearly summer-winter cycle 
around the sun have significant effects on climate change 
only over many thousands of years. Change now is very 
rapid and not related to solar activity.

Methane is produced by fermentation of plants including in 
the guts of mammals and especially cows. If we didn’t use 
cows for dairy and meat, it wouldn’t be a problem. 

Rice and cows are major sources mainly because humans 
produce so much rice and beef. Cows in feedlots using 
animal feed produced by fossil fuel farm machinery and 
irrigation, meat refrigeration, as well as fertilizers made by 
natural gas add to this a lot.



How does deforestation 
affect cities directly?

Urban forests (trees and plants 
in yards and streets) cool 
neighborhoods a lot reducing 
AC costs.  

Fruit trees help cut food and 
health costs and reduce long-
distance marketing.
There are major temperature 
differences from high income 
neighborhoods to low-income 
ones

Up to 20 degrees one 
neighborhood to another

Could have ozone effects as 
well?



How does Houston 
deforestation play into 
climate change?

https://abc13.com/average-
houston-temperatures-heat-
map-hot-spots-hottest-areas-
in/9408450/

See 
https://www.npr.org/2021/06
/23/1006223328/bringing-
back-trees-to-forest-citys-
redlined-areas-helps-residents-
and-the-clima

Or a scholarly version at 
Drescher 
https://www.pnas.org/content
/116/52/26153

https://abc13.com/average-houston-temperatures-heat-map-hot-spots-hottest-areas-in/9408450/
https://www.npr.org/2021/06/23/1006223328/bringing-back-trees-to-forest-citys-redlined-areas-helps-residents-and-the-clima
https://www.pnas.org/content/116/52/26153


What will likely be the 
impact on property values 
coastal and inland?
My Guess.

Coastal property values will sink a lot as it becomes harder 
to insure them.  But the rate of change will be slow so 
many won’t notice it right away. Depends on Government 
insurance policies a lot and hurricane tracks.

It could become difficult to pay for roads, transportation, 
seawall protection, water supply, and increased 
construction costs.  

Probably many people will move to higher ground. 
Without government help and planning, the poor will then 
have difficulty being uprooted and resettled in all aspects 
of living

The wealthy will likely move inland and have real estate 
impacts in other places including gentrification.



How much might regional 
food production be affected?

Both regional and distant food sources will likely 
suffer major problems perhaps as soon as 2030 or 
2040.

California grows a high percentage of US produce and 
it has been in major drought conditions for years  

Almost no food crops grow above 90˚F and many stop 
growing without dying at 75˚F.  Locally it is getting 
harder to grow cool weather crops and somewhat
easier to grow hot weather ones.

In addition, a large part of the US food supply comes 
from hotter nations to our south. Those imports 
depend on many things including poverty there and 
there being adequate growing conditions there.



What impact can we expect 
on the economies of cities 
like Houston or New 
Orleans?

Guess

If Houston and New Orleans are to continue into the distant future, 
they will need to change a lot.

Everyone including the port and the petroleum industry need to 
embrace transition away from global warming quickly

They will be forced to do that anyway at some point. If they plan 
and move quickly into the alternatives, there is still time to get a 
good result.  Off-shore geo-thermal for example would use capital 
and skill sets here to create a sustainable power source here.

The cost of living (food) will likely rise a lot, taxes could increase to 
cover storm sewers and other infrastructure, and damage from 
storms. 

People will have more difficulty paying for AC, heat, water, 
electricity, roofs without policies that make hardening of  houses 
easy to do say by loans or subsidies. 



What Needs 
to Be Done

• Educate People on How to Handle The Transition

Food

Shelter

Energy

Transportation

• Policies that Make this Easier

Making Houses More Energy Efficient

Making Food Less Green House Gas emitters and 
more sequestering

Reducing use of Fossil Fuel & other Greenhouse 
Gas causes.

Support rapid energy transition
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